2019 Math Lab Rebranding Proposal
The Math Department has prioritized upgrading the services and physical environment of our tutoring center
(currently called The Math Lab) in light of AB705. We are investigating best practices in recruitment and hiring
of tutors to get a diverse pool of qualified applicants to be peer tutors, both in the tutoring center and in our
co-requisite support classes. We are working closely with our tutoring center staff and our Math Lab Faculty
Coordinator to envision a warm, welcoming center that supports students’ needs for assistance in their math
work.
This need has been identified in our most recent program review (2018 – 2019). Our second activity under
section B.1.a. is “Reform curriculum, advising, tutoring, and pedagogy to meet the requirements of AB705 and
to improve student success and accelerate student access to transfer-level mathematics” and our sixth activity
also related to the Math Lab: “Improve facilities in the MA, LC, and LA buildings and classrooms” where we
designated our projected outcomes as “Create a welcoming environment for students in the MA building and
Math Lab through decoration, furniture and signage.”
Our current setup in the Math Lab is very limiting – the organization of quiet areas and the large, bulky, heavy
furniture prevent students from working together (a known best practice for success in math) except in very
small areas. The setup of students signing up in a central area to receive tutoring causes some of our more
anxious students to avoid asking for help, as they describe a “fishbowl” feeling about going to the front of the
room to receive tutoring. Our tutors’ time may not be maximized by waiting for students to come to them,
and they may feel less confident having to tutor all possible types of math that students could ask for.
The Math Department has brainstormed and researched a variety of changes that can be done immediately in
the Math Lab to address these challenges and to create the tutoring center our students deserve. First, we
are hoping to rename the tutoring center to something more proactive and positive, like the Math Success
Center. To create an environment where students are encouraged to work together, we desperately need to
replace the gigantic tables with small tables and chairs on casters that can be grouped together quickly and
easily. We plan to designate different areas of the lab for different subjects: Algebra, Trigonometry, Statistics,
and Calculus. Large whiteboards, also on wheels, can be used to divide the space, and be readily accessible to
students to use and work together to solve problems. Tutors can be designated to work in particular areas
during their shifts, and they would go to the students and ask if they can help if no one is currently waiting for
assistance in their area. Ideally, we would like to repaint the entire inside of the center to a soothing color like
light blue. We also have a great artist willing and able to do some art on the inside doors of the center, using
inspirational quotes with bright vibrant colors and pictures. The following list details the changes and
upgrades that the Math Department wishes to make:
1) Rename the Lab something else (Math Success Center? Math Discovery Center?) and redo the signage
accordingly, including signs inside the lab for subject specific areas. Cost estimate = ?
2) Change the larger space in the Math Lab to the “it’s ok to talk and collaborate” study area, centered
around different class groupings in different parts of the room. Purchase 29” high reduction desks on
wheels that vary from 24” – 30” deep to create easily moveable and combinable workspaces for
students.
Cost estimate: 80 tables x $370 per table = $29,600
80 chairs with wheels x $286 per chair = $22,880

3) Purchase a set of moveable whiteboards that can be available for students to grab and use in this main
area. And whiteboard pens.
Cost estimate = 20 large moveable whiteboards x $350 per board = $7000
100 Pilot whiteboard markers and refill cartridges = $82 for 100 pens and $105 for 120 refill
cartridges = $187
4) Change the current study group room and the group tutoring room to designated “quiet study areas”.
Purchase study carrels (like those in the library or in ATC) that have electrical outlets and cubicle type
walls to allow students space to work quietly and independently in these rooms. There are two rooms
to fill:
a. The current study group room is 384 square feet = approximately 15 desks
b. The current group tutoring room is 486 square feet = approximately 20 desks
Cost estimate:

35 study carrels x $500 per desk = $17,500

5) Paint many of the doors inside the lab in the
following way. We have an artist who is
able and willing to do this. Her estimate is
that it would cost $150 per one side of a
door for supplies and compensation.

Cost estimate = 6 doors x $300 per door = $1800
6) Paint a pathway on the ground from the Math Building to the Math lab.
Cost estimate = $500
7) Paint the interior walls with a pleasant, soothing, and relaxing color, like light blue?
Cost estimate: 3000 square feet of paint = $600
X numbers of hours times $y per hour = ?

Plan for 2019-2020 Mathematics Professional Development
Purpose
The Math Department plans to continue its Professional Development work, especially related to
AB705, in Summer and Fall 2019 and Spring 2020. Below are the main components that we envision.

1. Math PD workshops on Teaching Affective Domain Topics during Summer 2019
Three PD workshops, 1.5 hours each, on Tuesdays of the following dates: June 25th, July 9th, July 23rd.
Goal: By attending these workshops, faculty will be led to create fully developed lesson plans to teach
the following topics from the course outlines of 021, 035, 042: Growth mindset, Time management
techniques, Test preparation.


8-10 faculty participants



Presentations will be given by faculty with expertise in the subject matter.



The workshops will be planned in SP19 semester and scheduled for SU19 semester.



Each presenter will be compensated for 1.5 hours preparation, plus 1.5 hours of presentation.



Each participant will be compensated for participation.

Budget: 10 participants-- 4.5 hours/participant @ OAS $60/hour= $2700
3 presenters---3 hours/presenter @OAS $60/hour=$540
Total: $2700+$540=$3240
2. Math PD workshops on Teaching Affective Domain Topics during Fall 19 and Spring 20


Two PD workshops per semester, 1.5 hours each. The dates and times of the workshops will be
scheduled and announced at least one month in advance.



Goal: By attending these workshops, faculty will be led to create fully developed lesson plans to
facilitate equity-minded affective domain practices in your classes.




One presentation per semester will be given by DVC faculty with expertise in the subject matter.
The other presentation per semester will be given by external experts.



Each internal presenter will be compensated for 1.5 hours of preparation, plus 1.5 hours of
presentation.

Budget:

2 Internal presenters--3 hours each @ OAS $60/hour=$360
2 external presenters--$2000/presenter=$4,000
10 adjunct participants-- 3 hours/participant Per semester @ OAS $60/hour= $3600
Full-time faculty participants will receive Flex credit.
Total: $360+$4,000+$3,600=$7960

3. All-day Statistics Workshops:
One, all-day, Statistics workshop per semester.
Goal: To discuss active learning, the analysis of real data, simulation, semester long projects and other
practices consistent with the GAISE recommendations and general best practices.
We will invite presenters who are statistics pedagogy experts.
Budget:
Presenters $1800 per semester ($1000 plus mileage, hotel and meals) = $3,600
Food $25 per participant times 20 attendees per semester = $1,000

Compensation for adjunct instructors attending one of these workshops for the first time:
10 first-time adjunct faculty for 8 hours/semester @OAS $60/hour= $9,600
Flex credit will be available for full-time faculty.

Total: $3600+$1000+$9600=$14,200

4. Communities of Practice
Communities of practice will meet every two weeks starting in August 2019 for 1.5 hours each.
They will commence through three flex workshops, one for each community.
We have 22 sections with co-req: 021, 035, 042 (including sections from Pleasant Hill and San Ramon).
There will be up to 22 faculty participants.
We will need at most four faculty organizers, one for each community of practice in 021 and 035; and
two for 042/142. Their duties will be:
 Scheduling time and date of the meetings before the beginning of the semester
 Setting the agenda for each meeting,
 Leading a debrief of what is working and not working,
 Discussing how to utilize embedded counselors and tutors



Recruiting presenters, as desired by the group.

Estimated time needed: 2-3 hours/month per organizer.

Goal: To create community among instructors of co-requisite classes and address issues and challenges,
as they arise, to support student success. These classes have never been taught before at DVC and will
involve new pedagogy and cooperation with tutors and counselors in a new way for Mathematics.
Note: The 042/142 community of practice will discuss not only the corequisite material but also statistics
teaching in general, building upon the workshops and other instructor efforts.
Budget:
22 Participants--12 hours/participant per semester @ OAS $60/hour= $31,680
4 Organizers--12 hours/organizer per semester@OAS $60/hour= $5,760
Total: $31,680+$5,760= $37,440

5. Center for Urban Education (CUE)
The department, led by the Professional Development Coordinator, will research options for a one-day
equity-related training to be held in Spring 2020. The research will take place in Fall 2019 with a decision
to be made at a department meeting in October 2019.
A one-day workshop that is hosted by DVC, with CUE staff and facilitators on-site working with groups of
30.
Goal: CUE helps faculty, administrators and other college staff better understand the harmful effects of
invisible forms of racism on their campuses.
https://cue.usc.edu/events/
Past webinar and workshop topics and themes:
• Equity-mindedness
• Becoming practitioner-researchers
• Inquiry Protocols – examples include Syllabus review, web scan, and site-observations
• Creating and Sustaining Change
• Data Use – Can include a custom Vital Signs Report (a measure of an institution’s equity “health”)
Flex credit will be available for full-time faculty.
Budget:
$20,000 for training a group of 30.
10 adjunct faculty for 8 hours @OAS $60/hour= $4800
Food $25 per participant times 30 attendees= $750

Total=$20,000+$4,800+$750=$25,550

6. Training for Math Leap
The department has a training manual for teaching the Math Leap course, and we expect to run a
sequence of these courses in summer, fall, and spring. The training manual will need to be updated for
new AB705 conditions. New Math Leap instructors will need to be trained, and trainers will also need to
be compensated.
Budget: 20 hours of OAS time for trainers and trainees @OAS $60/hour = $1200
7. Hourly Compensation for Math 85 and Math 119 coordinator:



Reach out to new instructors of math 85 and math 119 to offer help and support. Work with the
math dept. scheduling committee to know who is teaching it, who is new to teaching it, and proactively reach out to instructors to help them feel supported.



Maintain the ancillary binders to the courses: the instructor’s resource binders. Provide copies
of the binder to new instructors, use appropriate GL’s to central services copy shop.



Provide electronic versions of syllabi, worksheets, homework, past tests, quizzes, pacing
calendars using a USB-drive memory stick to share.



Distribute the information about the online OpenStax textbooks, including the section list.



a.
b.
c.

Conduct training for new instructors of Math 85 and Math 119 that include:
MyOpenMath
Affective domain
Teaching with “active learning” pedagogy



Suggest workshops to instructors of Math 85/119 that reinforce the above 3 topics.



Be available to train faculty individually if the instructor is unable to join group training.



Connect new instructors to “community of practice” coordinators, whoever they may be.

Budget:
Compensation for the 85/119 coordinator--15 hours/semester@OAS $60/hour= $1800
Compensation for instructors teaching 85/119 for the first time:
3 first-time faculty for 3 hours/semester @OAS $60/hour= $900

Total: $1800+$900=$2700

8. Reassigned time for a Mathematics Professional Development Coordinator.
Each semester the MPCD will work on:


Maintaining the Math Department PD Shell on Canvas. Collecting and compiling affective
domain materials. Identifying other conferences or professional development opportunities for
faculty to participate in or attend and announcing them. (20 hours)



Email announcements for PD opportunities to math faculty (including SRC) AND work with CAEP
to include Adult Ed Directors on emails that announce PD on affective domain and belowtransfer math PD. Make PD available to adult ed math instructors via CAEP. (5 hours)



Updating Math Leap Manual and coordinating Math Leap Training. (20 hours)



Organizing the CUE workshop-- (20 hours)



Planning the summer, fall and spring workshops with presenters (selecting the presenters,
communicating with the presenters, outreach to participants, managing enrollment, selecting
location, organizing compensation for instructors, paying presenters, paying participants,
overseeing food and whatever else is needed) (60 hours)



Attending the workshops plus wrap up and follow-up. (20 hours)



Survey the department to get feedback on the previous semester’s professional development
and what they would like to see the next semester, and respond. (5 hours)



Prepare for and attend biweekly math leaders meetings. (12 hours)



Communicate/connect with Contra Costa College and Los Medanos College Math Departments
to learn about their strategies in response to AB705; share information with the department as
appropriate --(10 hours).



Developing a professional development plan for the following year, including obtaining input
from the department and other interested groups, compiling, revising, planning, submitting a
funding application, and seeing it through.-- (15 hours)



Unanticipated duties, coordinating potential professional workshops that may get funded later
by Equity and other sources, plus room for innovation, flexibility and creativity. (20 hours)

Fall 2019: 207 hours: Divided by (16 weeks * 38 hours per week) = 34% Release time

Spring 2020: 207 hours: Divided by (16 weeks * 38 hours per week) = 34% Release time

Grand total:
$3,240+$7,960+$14,200+$37,440+$25,550+$1200+$2700
=$92,290
34% release time fall 2019 and
34% release time spring 2020

Statway Program Lead Proposal
Name: John Read Vanderbilt, for the Math Department
Position/s at the college: Full-time instructor, Math Department, since 2008; Statway Program Lead,
Fa18; Statway Program Lead and Statistics Professional Development Coordinator, Sp18.
Contact information: rvanderbilt@DVC.edu, 2-2682, 415-902-7534 (cell)
Description of Project:
The two-semester Math 94-144 Statway Pathway has been successfully taught at DVC for the past 6
years. DVC data shows that the two-semester Statway sequence achieves extraordinarily high success
rates – 75-80% for the 2-semester sequence v 15-20% for the traditional 90-120-142 sequence).
Moreover, the 94-144 sequence has eliminated the achievement gap for African American and Hispanic
students (based on 2015-2016 DVC data). Success probably continues in future classes. The best
available data, collected at San Jose State University, indicates that students who completed the
Statway pathway have higher success rates in upper level courses that require statistics than matched
students from the regular elementary statistics course.
Enrollment for the 2 semester Statway Pathway under AB 705 is uncertain, because all students now can
opt into a one semester statistics class. That said, based on our campus’ experience offering Statway,
the 2 semester sequence is likely to remain an important option for certain students. Our instructors,
DSS and Counseling have expressed strong support for maintaining the 2 semester option. 2 semesters
allows students to spend more time with the material, which is important for many of our students,
especially those with learning disabilities, math anxiety, or lower math processing speeds. Over the 2
semesters students receive 6 contact hours per week for a total of 12. That’s double what students will
get with the 042/142 statistics corequisite option, and three times the classroom time of math 142. It
sounds like a lot of time, but Statway instructors on our campus consistently find that all of the class
time is needed to cover the material thoroughly, implement noncognitive interventions and enable
student understanding and success.
There is now a second Statway option - instructors in our department can choose to use the onesemester Statway College curriculum in their Math 142 classes. Two instructors piloted the materials
the spring, and an unprecedented 11 instructors have chosen to use Statway College materials fall 2019.
So in the fall DVC will offer a total of 14 sections that use Statway, up from a previous high of just
four. Those sections are:



11 sections of Math 142 will be using Statway College
o 7 of our ten new 042/142 co-requisite sections will be using Statway College materials.
3 sections of Math 94/144 will use Statway Pathway materials

With the growth in sections there is also growth in staffing. 13 instructors will be using Statway
materials in the fall. Seven of those are instructors are entirely new to Statway. Six instructors will be

teaching Statway college for the first time. Based on past experience, significant support is likely to be
required to help these instructors and their students succeed.
Statway is offered under contract with a nonprofit called Carnegie Math Pathways (CMP). Although
Statway College in our department is simply another “textbook” curriculum choice for Math 142
instructors, working with Carnegie and their materials presents challenges and tasks that textbooks from
traditional publishers and open-source providers do not.
DVC must maintain an institutional contract with Carnegie, which requires an annual update and
payment. The faculty program lead has been a key part of this process over the past 6 years. They have
worked with Carnegie to figure out the options, analyzed the options based on our programs plan for
the following year, then worked with the administration to make the best choice and to get the contract
executed.
Once under contract, each campus is required to name a Faculty Facilitator. The Faculty Facilitator is
asked to attend monthly conference call meetings run by Carnegie. There they learn about updated
materials, processes, data collection requirements, best practices, research on curriculum and student
success and more. These meetings require some follow-up action and often communication with the
Statway instructors. In addition to the monthly meetings, Carnegie regularly contacts the faculty
facilitator’s individually to collect information or aid in particular initiatives.
In terms of materials, Carnegie Math Pathways, unfortunately, is not as easy to work with as a
traditional textbook publisher, newer publishers like Knewton or even open-source provider like
OpenStax. (Some of this is due to the fact that Carnegie Math Pathways is a small nonprofit, and like
many small nonprofits is perennially understaffed. The challenge may also be due to the particular
people who run CMP.)
With respect to materials, it likely would be difficult for our department’s textbook committee to handle
all of Statway’s needs. CMP’s ISBN releases for the following year are provided too late to fit the typical
timeline for textbook requests. For example, this semester Carnegie didn’t give ISBN’s until well after
the textbook committee had placed textbook orders. Moreover, Statway College is not the default
textbook for math 142, requires extra communication with the bookstore. Given the number of
instructors using Statway College (11 in the fall) it seems best for our department to find out who is
using Statway College and to provide a single nondefault textbook request to the bookstore for all of
them together, rather than each instructor doing a request individually. For example, for the spring, I’m
not sure how well the bookstore would’ve handled 11 individual textbook requests for Statway College
material using 142. Those 11 requests also may have been inconsistent from each other, causing
confusion for the bookstore and students. A related coordination task is providing counseling with a list
of which 142 classes will be using Statway pedagogy. That information is not in the schedule or any
other location that is easily accessible to the counselors, so we have an agreement with counseling to
send them the list.
On the digital side, all Statway courses require the use of the online e-textbook and homework site,
Mobius. Unlike course sites provided by publishers and open-source providers, Carnegie does not set
this up for instructors. Nor is it possible for individual instructors to do it themselves. Each campus’
faculty facilitator must set up an instructor account for each instructor, a course template for each
course offered, then assign instructors to particular courses to create their site. In addition, although
Mobius works okay from the student perspective, from the instructor point of view it is not user-friendly

and presents a steep learning curve for new instructors and occasional challenges for experienced ones
as well. A Carnegie faculty mentor is available for one-on-one instruction, some of the Mobius support
burden inevitably falls to the campus’ faculty facilitator as well, particularly because they set up the
sides initially.
Statway offerings also are regularly changing, and Carnegie relies on the Faculty Facilitators to keep
abreast of new options and share them with their instructors. For example, DVC is one of the lead
colleges in implementing Statway College, nationwide, which should help our instructors implement our
new corequisite course and help students succeed. We would almost certainly not be in this position if
there was no program lead piloting the materials, letting our instructors know about them, then
supporting each instructor in their choice of curriculum materials.
In our experience as instructors, we often need something from Carnegie but don’t know where to go.
The faculty facilitator has played an important role as a liaison between our instructors and the Carnegie
math pathways staff. The faculty facilitator’s knowledge of a rotating cast of Carnegie Math Pathways
staffers is important. Also, we found that CMP staff often will not reply to messages from individual
instructors, only the faculty facilitator. (Perhaps because they don’t have the staffing to communicate
with all instructors nationwide.) So faculty facilitator help appears to be necessary.
Experience shows that staffing the 2 semester Statway Pathway courses presents additional
communication and planning challenges that don’t arise for other classes. First, our recent experience
has shown that coordinating Math 94 class times is essential to gaining strong student enrollment.
Without some central coordination, relying just on instructor choice, we have found that classes may be
offered at similar times and not be spread Out throughout the week. That can result in lower enrollment
and the risk of canceling sections. Second, student success and faculty satisfaction in the math 94 – 144
sequence is predicated upon students having the same instructor in the same class time each semester.
Third, experience nationwide shows that completing a Carnegie training “institute” before teaching
Statway is a key element of student success. Success rates seem to drop about 20% on campuses that
don’t strongly encourage all of their instructors to engage in training and support them to make it
happen.
Communicating with our instructors about the preferred schedule for the next academic year, the 2
semester expectation and the need for training is above and beyond the abilities and duties of the
scheduling committee. It’s also a bit of a tricky process, because it requires instructor buy-in. The
practices that are essential to success on our campus and nationwide aren’t necessarily required in our
contracts, so it helps a lot to have someone work with possible new instructors to talk about the
practices and benefits that have been crucial to our success with Statway.
In addition to offerings on our campus, negotiations to open equivalents of Math 94 in local adult
schools are ongoing. Another potential area for growth is offering Statway classes in local high schools,
through dual enrollment. Other colleges in California have done this, with success.
On our campus, complicated curriculum issues unfortunately still exist. Math 144 articulation to 4-year
schools continues to be complicated and challenging. Math 144 acceptance on our campus is also still
ongoing, particularly in regard to using Statway as preparation for social science majors and degrees.
Communication needs and coordination with counseling and other departments are ongoing, and may
increase as AB 705 is implemented next year, given that we now have the corequisite option, in addition
to math 142 and the 94 – 144 sequence. There also is a math 94 – 144 course update which is in the

curriculum system, but hasn’t been pushed fully through. There are some complicated decisions to
make and questions that need to be answered, for which there was not enough program lead time this
semester. Overall, these curriculum issues have proven extremely challenging, even for math instructors
and counselors with multiple semesters experience. Therefore these needs and tasks are probably
unrealistic for our curriculum committee to tackle without support from the program lead.
Connection to Dev Ed Stategic Plan:
This proposal is most connected to Goal 1 of the Dev Ed Strategic Plan.
Goal 1: The college will foster excellence by integrating best practices in academic programs and student
support services
Objective A. Increase the number of underprepared students who successfully complete courses
at both the developmental and the college level.
Objective D: Increase the number of underprepared students who earn certificates and degree
and transfer to four-year institutions.
Objective E: Increase equity in underprepared student success.
Objective F: Improve underprepared students’ experience navigating the college systems
Objective G: Implement promising innovations supporting underprepared students while
maintaining best practices and institutionalizing successful ones.
State the category most relevant to your proposal






Category A: Program and curriculum planning and development
Category C: Advisement and counseling services
Category G: Coordination
Category H: Research

Measuring the need:
Statway is an important part of our math department offers. There is significant faculty demand for
offering courses using Statway curriculum, in large part because faculty recognize the high student
success levels and the new confidence that students gain. With the implementation of AB 705,
beginning fall 2019, coordination of our statistics, statistics corequisite and Statway pathway options will
be needed, and we will need to respond to new student needs. As discussed above, using Statway
materials unfortunately presents additional burdens on our instructors, department, and college that
are not easily met with the math department’s existing committee structures and other release time
positions.
Project Management:
The Statway program lead position will be overseen by the Math Division Dean and other
administrators, as appropriate. Regular reports will be given to administration and the department, in
writing and at meetings. Flex activities will be offered August 2019 and at other times, as appropriate.

Measurable Outcomes:
 The number of instructors choosing Statway college materials for spring and fall 2020
 Student success in Statway courses fa19 and sp20
 Continued success eliminating the achievement gap for African-American and LatinX students
Budget:
Given the needs described above and additional demands which are likely to arise, each semester the
Statway Program Lead will work on:
 Survey Statway instructors and the department to get feedback on the previous semester’s
coordination and what they would like to see the next semester, and respond - 8 hours
 Work with the mathematics professional development coordinator to analyze and respond to
research regarding the student populations in math 94 v. 042/142. This collaboration will be
particularly important if the mathematics professional development coordinator does not have
experience in teaching statistics and Statway – 12 hours fall, 8 hours spring
 Collect data on fa2018-sp2019 math 94 – 144 student success, overall and broken down by
ethnic group and GPA. Obtain previously generated data on past student success. Compare that
data to similar students in math 142 classes if possible. Compare results to previous DVC math
94 – 144 data. Also collect data on the math 142 Statway college pilot sections offered spring
2019 – 12 hours (fall only)
 Convening monthly meetings for Statway instructors to share their experiences, share best
practices, plan, and support each other in teaching and organization – 8 hours
 Coordinate materials updates, place bookstore and printing orders (negotiating discounted
markups and printing costs as possible), sharing materials with instructors, provide counseling
with a list of instructors using Statway college, and answering related questions from instructors
and others – 14 hours
 Outreach to the department about Statway instruction needs, recruiting instructors,
communicating with possible new instructors, and arranging for training of new instructors – 12
hours
 Setting up new online courses for all instructors and provide them with instructions and course
access support, as needed – 8 hours
 Communications and coordination with our department regarding Statway activities and
outcomes, serving as a liaison with other departments (including counseling), sharing Statway
outcomes with other departments, and communications with campuswide committees and
administration – 22 hours
o Current needs include communicating Statway college sections to counseling,
continuing to work with psychology regarding accepting Math 144 (For the Psych AAT,
and as a prerequisite for Psych-215), and resolving curriculum committee related issues,
including a possible change to 5 lecture units.
 Communications and coordination with the Division Dean and other administrators – 12 hours
 Construct a plan for Statway program success in 2020-21, and apply for funding if needed – 20
hours (spring only)
 Other / unanticipated duties and needs - 16 hours
Total: 124 hours / (16 weeks * 38 hours per week) = 20% release time

